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NOT much change In

ton'ght
temperature
and- - Thursday;
fair
weather will coutinue.

VON

KLUCK

appar- -

ently is not whipped;
he has one cluck, per- haps two, left in him.

j
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Von Kluck by Clever Generalship, Puts Allies

On Delenslve to Avert a Flanking Movement
PRESENT OPERATIONS Of TEUTONS, IF SUCCESSFUL,

MlNSE

WILL FORCE

STORM TICKET

FRENCH FORCES TO RETIRE TOWARD THE COAST; ANTWERP,
tt

BESIEGED

OFFICE

111 EDIATELV

EXPECTED TO CAPITULATE

BY DESPERATE ENEMIES,

INDICATIONS

CENTER

ENEMY

ACCOMPANYING
GERMAN LINE.
VON KLUCK'S MOVEMENT, RESUMES AGGRESSIVE

AND GERMANS SUC
AUSTRIANS
CEED IN MAKING A COUP
IN POLAND

IN

OPERATIONS

BELGIUM MANY

THE TEUTONS TAKE TWO FORTS
LYING WITHOUT ANWERP'S
.
WALLS
.

HEAVY

LOSSES

OVER

LIST

10,000

CLAIM

CZAR AND KAISER EACH ASSERT
HIS FORCES ARE PROVING
VICTORS

CONTINUE PRZEMYSL

LATEST BERLIN CASUALTY
CONTAINS

CONFLICTING

IS

BOMBARDED

FORTRESS IS REPORTED ABOUT
TO FALL BEFORE TERRIFIC

.NAMES

ASSAULT

Ijondon, Oct. 7. The conflict along
the rivere in northern France, alday,
though now in its twenty-sixtBhows fewer Bigns of an early end
than It did two days ago. Then General von Kluck appeared dangerously
threatened by the enveloping move;
went of the allied armies. Today that
resourceful German commander, having obtained from an unknown quarter heavy reinforcements, apparently
is engaged in his turn in attempting
to outflank the French and British
lines.
The counterstroke is viewed here as
the supreme feature in the situation
in the western theater of the war,
and its full significance can be gauged
only by the actors, who alone are
to witness the drama in
nrivile.eed
which they are engaged.
Simultaneously with his newly
launched turning movement. General
von Kluck has been trying to cut
exthrough the center of the allies'
tended left at Lassigny. The official
French communication says that this
attempt was foiled but it is not doubted that the effort will be renewed
and In the event of successes it would
compel the left wins of the French
'' army to retire, towards the coast In
order to escape the German lines
stretching out from the north and

Oct. 7. It is officially announced from Huszt, Maramosa coun

h

east.

London,

try Hungary, that Austrian forces
bare been heavily engaged with Rus

sians since Monday, at a point near
Tecso, telegraphs the Amsterdam correspondent of Reuters Telegram com
pany, i ne Kussians retreaiea. me
tattle came to an end near Kriscfalva
with complete victory for the Austrlans.
Two More Forts Fall
Berlin, Oct. 7 (By wireless to
li. LT Despite the general
statements that a slight pause would
be made in the advance of the Germans on Antwerp, it was said today
in government quarters that two more
forts had fallen, into German hands.
Trey were Fort Kessel and Fort
respectively east and north of
Llerre, which were no longer able to
resist the .destructive power of the
the German siege g'ins. The capitu
n
lation of Antwerp, according to
military authorities, can be only
a matter of a couple of days.
Say-vlll-

Bro-che- n,

Oer-n-a-

Przemysl Bombarded
Paris, Oct. 7. A Havas agency dis
patch from Petrograd says that a report from) Lemberg, Galicia, states
tha Przemysl, the strong fortress of
the Austrlans, and west of Lemberg, is
being bombarded by Russian heavy
avtillery. The damage is conslder- a.Ma. "houses being set on, fire by
bursting shells. AH , efforts of--; the
Austrian field forces to assist the
fort have been unsuccessful, and their
troops have retreated to Vlotslavks.

The surest way of raising the siege
of the temporary Belgian capital, It
is said, would be the success of the
French turning movement on the Oise.
Neither the German nor the French
commander has claimed any decision
in this unprecedented struggle.. Indeed, the German report states that
nothing decisive has resulted yet from
Fighting on Frontier
tn
tihe attacks and counter-attackthtf district extending from Lille to
Berlin, Oct. 7 (via The Hague and
Boye by way of Lens Arras and
London). The German forces on the
frontier of east Prussia have assumed
Both the Germans and Austrlans a strategic, defensive movement. They
claim to have checked the Russian chandoned the bombardment of
offensive and gained success, but still
fortress, in Russian Poland.
After setting the city of" Oszowetz
the Moscovlte statements fail to agree
with those of their opponents. The on fire with sheila they were able to
German headquarters in Berlin an- retire with their siege guns and a
nounced that the Russian advance on pontoon train. They destroyed the
railroads to the frontier and are now
holding in check superior Russian
(Continued on page Four)
s

Al-bf-

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

A

SURPRISE FROM

THE ALLIES'

.8

GET

t

The battle in the north of France continues with great violence.
Neither side has made material gains so far as known. The French war
office In its afternoon statement says the battle front extends nearly to the
The fighting is described as violent, but no claim of
Belgian frontier.
advantage is made.
The German general staff announced today that the fighting on the
German right wing had been successful. Another wireless from Berlin
says it is reported In government circles that two more forts at Antwerp,
Forts Kessel and Brocchen, have fallen before the Germane. The capitulation of the city is regarded in Berlin as close at hand.
A dispatch from Amsterdam says that a German torpedo boat destroyer has been sunk by a mine off the estuary of the Ems In the North sea.
A British news agency declares that the German vessel was sunk by a
'
British submarine.
news
German
a
A Peking dispatch quotes
agency as saying that Japanese forces have occupied the Islani of Yap of the Caroline group In the
"
Pacific.
;
Is bombarding
A report from Petrograd says Russian heavy, artjjji-Przemysl In Galicia, and that Austrian field forces auemptlng to relieve
the fortress were defeated and compelled to retire.
Last night's German official statement said the new Russian advance
checked and that Russian forces have been
against east Prussia had been
'
defeated in Russian Poland.
Tokio announced that the war office believed that Japanese have sunk
a German cruiser and two German gunboats In Kiao Chow bay.
An official statement Issued In Vienna says that German and Austrian
forces surprised the enemy In Russian Poland and drove the Russians
back across the Vistula.
A Rotterdam correspondent reports that a new plan to convoke the
Berne bureau In the Interests of peace, while not successful, has been
received with much sympathy.
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TENDANCE AT OPENING OF
THE WORLD'S SERIES
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AN ASSAULT UPON RUSSIANS
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SMITH
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TON NATIONALS

Philadelphia, Oct. 7. Preparations
championship baseball games between the Philadelphia!
Athletics and the Boston Braves were?
in full swing today. The Boston N
tionals spent more than two hours ' i
the forenoon on the grounds of t!
local National league club, while the
Philadelphia Americans practised on
X ?.,
their own field.
At both parks practice was behind
closed gates and consisted largely uf
light work. The Boston team had all
the pitchers in action. Deal is expected to take the place of Smith, the
third baseman whose leg was broken
in Brooklyn yesterday, and got into
the practice. The weather was cloudy
and damp.
The last American league game of
the season, with New York this after
noon, drew ofily a small crowd.
Among the spectators were some of
the Boston players. The demand for
reserved seats for tb$ world's series
was enormous.
When the sale began at a department store Jhe line of purchasers was
six blocks long1. So great was the
rush when the sale opened that the
line broke and there was a general
scramble to get up to the ticket of
fice. A large detail of policemen was
on hand, however, and brought about
order after mounted police threatened
to ride down the crowd. Some of
those who purchased tickets had been
in line since early Monday morning.
During the afternoon only the
cheaper tickets remained to be Eold,
and it was expected that they would
he disposed of before night. Speculators appeared on the streets offering-ticketat an advance of $3 and $5
over the regular price.
5or the world's

REACHES

LOSS

$2,000,000

SIEGE

GUNS

BROUGHT

UP

--

ONLY

TWO

MEN

ARB

DETERMINED ASSAULT WILL BE
DELIVERED BY NIPPON.
ESE SOLDIERS

KILLED,

THE REST OF THE POPULATION FLEEING

y

i :
FRENCH

FORTS

TO

BLAME INFANTRY

FORCES

BUSY

LINES AND
THEY ARE DECLARED TO HAVE SIEZE RAILROAD
ROLLING STOCK NEEDED
OPENED FIRE UPON THE
IN CAMPAIGN
ENEMY'S SHIPS

Tokio, Oct. 7 The belief was
San Francisco, Oct. 7. Two lives
at the war office today that
were lost, $2,000,000 damage was done,
cruiser Cormoran and
German
the
two
blocks
sunk
and
two vessels were
of business houses and residences two other German gunboats had been
were destroyed by tne German crui- sunk in Kiao Chow bay. The Japansers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, in ese army has occupied the Shang
con
been
has
made
It
libt
thir bombardment last month of the Tung railroad as far west as Chi Nan.
entrenched
posipublic.
forces from heavily
tains 10,600 names in dead, wounded French colony of Papeete, Tahiti. Retions near Drostken.
Japs Take Yap
and missing. It is headed by the fugees from the Island told the story
Terrible Slaughter
Peking, Oct. 7. According to a
names of Major General von Walter on their arrival here today aboard
news agency dispatch JapThe fighting at Augustowo and
who, while commanding a brigade of the Union Steamship .company's liner German
was most sanguinary. The
landwehr infantry, was wounded at Moana, from Australia, which touch- anese forces have occupied the Island
of Yap, the most Important island In
guns finally turned the scale of Tavnovaka, Russian Poland, Septem- ed at Tahiti.
the' Caroline group, or new Philipbi'Ule in favor of the Germans, but ber 9.
The dead were one native and a JapGerman
the slaughter of the
artillery
anese chauffeur, who was cut in two pines., in the Pacific ocean.
According to advices received here
was terrific. One German battery lost
A Tenacious Resistance
by a shell while bringing his car down the railroad station at
Utchi Nan, ic
all its men, and cavalrymen had to
Petrograd, Oct. 7. The Russian itto town from the hills for another
west
San
of Kiao
province,
Tung
be drafted to serve the guns. The general staff today issued the follow- load of refugees.
No landing was
Chow, has been occupied by $0 J:.ip
were
stores
or
cavalrymen held out until they had ing statement:
no
and
supplies
made,
anese soldiers. One hundred and fifty
"On the east Prussian frontier the catpured.
only three rounds of ammunition left.
more are expected tomorrow.
They, were relieved with the Russian Germans, having brought up rein
The French set fire to a 40,000 ton
A dispatch received here from Chi
conforcements from Koenigsburg,
inlantry only a furlong away.
coal pile to prevent the Germans re- Nan
says no .train are running over
Bad weather hampered the move- tinue to oppose a tenacious resistance
plenishing their bunkers. When the the Shan Tuna; railroad. The rolling
ments of the German troops and in- upon the bafctlefront of Vladistavoff Moana
left, the natives had not yet
terfered seriously with their aerial and Ratchka, profiting by the defiles returned from the hills. Modern shell stock has been, collected mostly at
Chi Nan. Germans from all along the
The fact that the lakes and marshes in tne region of
reconnaissances.
fire was something new to them and
line, including women and children,
a
of
line
Russians were protected by
Tchernoganja.
the whites who witnessed the
have
taken refuge in Chi Nan.
Vistula
advance
the
forts made the German offensive dou
guard
"Beyond
did not blame them.
The Japanese legation says siege
bly hard. Their advance was over a battles have occurred in the region
There were almost as many ac guns are now ready for an attack on
course which was nothing more than a of Opatow and Sandomir.
EFFECTS OF WAR
on board the Moana of what Tslng Tau. The German garrison, the
counts
west of the
morass. The Russians have gain"In the Carpathians
Oct 7. The figures of the
London,
were passen legation continues, will be summoned
Their ar River Sanok an Austrian, detachment tad happened as there
ed in offensive strength.
for the month of Sepboard
of
trade
of testi- to surrender and opportunity will be
was defeated and machine guns and gers, but the preponderance
tember again show the. result of the
tillery inflicted heavy losses.
the
fired
was
French
that the
to come oufc war.
mony
given
General von Hinderburg, the Ger prisoners captured.
Imports decreased $81,515,000,
shot from a hillside fort; other- The American legation in Peking has
man leader, wno nas neen operating :. "At Saliva, 20 kilometers from the fiitt
decreased
while
eettlement
it was thought the
sent instructions to W. R. Peck, the The exports decline In $78,750,000.
in Poland, was obliged to make a city of Munkatch, we hatve captured wise,
principal
imports are:
would not have been bombarded, al- American consul at Tsing Tau, to
number of forced marches In going to an artillery park and numerous con
wool,
$7,000,000
$17,000,500;
Food,
though undoubtedly the French boat come out when this opportunity is of manufactured
the relief of the Austrlans, who were voys."
$42,500,000.
articles,
sunk.
been
would
have
Zolee
fered.
hard pressed. He reached Opatow on
In exports coal fell off $8,750,000.
The Japanese have released the The
The two German ships hove in
MAY SPEND WINTER
the spurs of the Lysagory mountains,
remaining deficit was in manu
7 o'clock employes of the Shan Tung railroad
about
no
com7.
flag,
Oct.
flying
sight,
Officers
Washington,
factured articles, of which cotton tex
in time to be of help. At this point
held by theirk
a great battle is thought to- be in manding federal troops in the Color- in the morning," ran the composite, previously
tiles figured to the amount of $17,- -'
"In
the
of
the
narrative
passengers.
500,000.
progress. The throwing flack? Of a ado mining district have been directed
harbor were lying the French gunlarge Russian force from Radom; south to provide winter quarters for their
of Warsaw in the direction of Ivan- - cavalry horses. Secretary Garrison boat Zolee and the German merchant
TODAY IN CONGRESS
AUSTRIAN VESSEL8 SUNK '
man Walkurie, the Zolee's prize. An
gorod to the northeast is an incident said today, however, that while the
the" possibility of a raid, the
Paris, Oct 7. "The Messagero pubapproach of cold weather made this ticipating
of this engagement.
had
French
had
no
decision
been
striped the Zolee and
Washington, Oct. 7. Senate: Met lishes a dispatch from Ancona, Italy,
German infantry, step necessary,
The ninety-nint- h
at 11 a. m.
on the Adriatic," telegraphs the Roma
the reached as to the length of time the mounted her guns ashore.
which became known through
As soon as the strangers were re
Democrats resumed caucus of war correspondent of the Havas agency,
Zabern incident, 'again haa left Zabern troops would be kept in Colorado;
"which declares that four Austrian
cognized, the fort opened fire. The revenue bill.
for the front. Many volunteers fill
Germans Immediately hoisted the batHIT BY A TRAIN
Disposed of minor business.
torpedo boats and two Austrian torthe gaps. The men were given quan
Santa Fe, Oct 7. B. A. Rose of tle flags and began a hot reply. With
Adjourned at 1:35 p. m. to noon pedo" boat destroyers have been lost
tities of cigars and well supplied with
off the coast of Dalmalia as a result
Wichita, Kas., was run down and kill easy range they would swing and. Thursday.
clothing by the people of the town.
House: Met at 11 a. m.
of ed by an El PaS X- Southwssiern Ore, fire and swing, broadside after
of coming in contact with mines."
M. !Max, former burgomaster
The Ancona dispatch adds that a
Began consideration of conferences
Brussels, is now a prisoner of the train at mile post No. 71. The yourg broadside. Nothing on the Island was
t
man was apparently sleeping on the
bill with majority of the members of the or. a
Germans at Namnr.
repirt on Clayton
,
of (lie six vessels Joai thi
agreement to vote hefore night.
(Contluued on Pago Five)
German casualty J track when hurled inlo eVruity.
The forty-thirki
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Exchange transactions. The effect of
101 HER! IS CHILD'S
I STOP SICK HEADACHE
the war upon new enterprise is shown
VQRK OF WIRELESS
by the fact that the new capital Is
OR NEURALGIA PAIN
cor
sues of railroads and Industrial
STOMACH SOUK, SICK?
onwere
RE-ELECTporations during September
ly about $27,000,000, a new low record, Fog Gun Started and Stopped by
South SidoPinj
Dr. James' Headache Powders ReEaUUiiW 1861
Cross, Feverish, Constipated, Give
as compared with nearly $79,000,000 a
Sound Waves.
lieve at Once 10 Cents a
of
"California
Syrup
year ago. Much, of last month's
Package
Figs"
amount was intended for the extension of maturing obligations. The out- System Is Being Applied Successfully
Nerve-rackinsplitting or dull,
Don't gcold your fretful, peevish
. put of municipal bonds in September
t Several Points In Scotland-Sol- ves
headaches
yield in just a
throbbing
child. See if tongue is cotaed; this SANTA FE MAN
AS
REMAINS
Problem of Distant
voj only $4,880,000, against $24,970- moments-tDr. James' Headache
few
sure
liver
is
a
its
little
stomach,
sign
OC'l In the same month last year. ConControl of Fog Guns.
PRESIDENT OF ARCHAEOLOPowders which cost only 10 cents a
nd bowels are clogged with sour
GICAL SOCIETY
ticry to general belief, commodity
package at any drug store. It's the
sour
waste.
are lower than a month ago.
Edinburgh. A system of wireless
prices
af
this
are
these
Sultg
extraordinary
reasons
surest headache relief in
why
Thre are three
When listless, pale, feverish, fiill of
control that is now being applied sucW heat, corn, cotton, provisions, iron,
Santa Fe, Oct. 9 At the annual quickest,
of
the
smartest
seaBon;
and
newest
the
are
world. Don't suffer! Re
whole
the
he
styles
First,
at several points in Scotland cold, bad breath, throat sore, doesn t
price.
copper, sad many of the articles made cessfully
meeting of the New Mexico Archaeol
and distress now!
seems
the
to
of
have
solved
agony
the
second, the materials are fine and serviceable; third, the tailoring
lieve
problem
act
or
stom
has
ent,
sellsleep
naturally,
from these products have been
ogical society, held last evening, Judge kYou can. Millions of men and women
of acetlyene fog guns achache.
distant
control
is the Und you usually see U regular $25 Suits. Two styles at
Indigestion, diarrhoen. give a John R. McFie was
presi- - i
ing at lower prices, chiefly owing to located at points difficult to access,
,i
n ii
this prieeRedingote and Cossack. The materials are serge and
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lessened
the
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which
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mand brought on by the stagnation ber of such Installations may be op- Figs,' and in a few hours all the foul The following were admitted to mem- miseryjs
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erated from one wireless station with- waste, the sour bile and fermenting bership on vote of the society: James
Special
following the war.
Home affairs have been largely for- out the necessity for visiting the dif food passes out of the bowels and you Wood, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.; W. H. Chris-maat
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regotten owing to the diversion of pub- ferent signals, except for making of have a well and playful child again.
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pello river at Watrous was taken up
forced
them;
upon
creased
expenses
of
cos valley, especially the artesian and discussed
excess
we shall soon have a liberal
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to Roswell.
for- while their ability
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making
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Nusbaum of the School of American whatever material. The
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plans for a
Archaeology. He described the expo- concrete bridge were finally turned
this could have been settled by our tallroads and other large corporations
Is waning, and that more considerate
sition city as one already of marvei-oti- s down, and the board concluded to ad
STARTS ON MAIDEN TRIP
shipments of wheat and cotton, but
lntellleent treatment is
New York, Oct. 7 Further progress the interruption of cotton exports
beauty, not the least noteworthy vertise for plans for a steel structure
Liverpool, Oct. 7. The .Missanabie,
those in authority,
from
of which, is the massive New to
can be recorded In the adjustment of
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forthcoming
situation.
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complicated
of the two new "one class cabin"
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Mexico building.
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Operation of Automatic Acetylene Canadian Pacific
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way of being successfully met.
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and eovernment expenses are being
provement has been in the foreign
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tohome monetary situation sIiowb
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service,
here
question arises, in the light of past
operAn increase of taxes at this one of two
change situation, facilitated by
electromagnets that con- day on her maiden trip to Quebec and
Santa Fe, Oct. 7. Forty thousand experience, will the state engineer relessened strain. Credit Is be reduced.
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it can be fairly avoided, would trol a needle valve in the outlet of Montreal. The Missanabie is of 13,- - dollars worth of property was sold
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speaking,
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these magnets Is energized it opens
HENRY CLEWS
to Canada during the Jatter which
is to impose considerable re folly.
County Engineer George Morrison'
the needle valve and causes the gun ment, 520 feet in length, 64 feet in W. Cox at Las Cruces yesterday. Cox
half of the week. Sterling exchange
breadth, and 41 feet in depth, with has already collected $50,000 In de- will draw the plans and be the enstraint upon trade and enterprise. As
fir
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to
continue
and
feeding
more
begin
a
pracwas thus being put upon
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
on gineer of the bridge, the commissiona result the public is economizing,
ing Itself automatically, and when the ample accommodations for 520 cabin linquent taxes, the collections
tical basis; and foreign intercourse, which further lessens the activity of
to more than ers insisting on this mark of confiFoley's Honey and Tar Compound other magnet is energized the valve passengers and 1,200 third class. Saturday
amounting
will
be
commercially and financially,
business and acts as a minimlzer of cuts the thick choking mucus, and is closed and locked, shutting off the Many innovations have been Introduc $10,000. Cox deposits hi3 balances dence in him. Contracts for three
materially helped thereby. Another credit. It is evidently believed that clears away the phlegm. Opens up supply of acetylene and therefore stop- ed in the arrangement of the. ship for dally and draws for the county 2b
bridges on Mr. Morrison's plans were
development was the in a few months the money market the air passages and stops the hoarse ping the operation of the gun. Popu the convenience of
crcouraging
and per cent interest He was authorized awarded to the Missouri Valley Bridge
passengers
refederal
Mechanics.
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will be glutted with Idle funds, espe- cough. The gasping, strangling fight
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been completed, and1 it Is hoped that
emMass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
under the Aldrich-Vreelan- d
point of comfort, elegance and sta a frantic rush for his office to square
the local institution will be ready for place
and Tar to our children for South Dakota Man Toys Unflinchingly bility is equal to the best afloat.
for
the
law.
Bank
Subscribe for The Optic.
Honey
up with state, county and town.
clearings
ergency
With Dangerous Three-foo- t
operation by December 1, in which entire country are running 25 to 30 croup and it always acts quickly." O.
Rattlesnake.
case it will soon be possible for in
per cent below a year ago, thus em O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
entire system to be in working order.
Adv.
Sioux Falls, S. D. "He is perfectly
phasizing the contraction of business,
It is of great Importance that the new although
decrease must be very
this
won't hurt anybody, but don't
tame,
soon
as
as
pracreserve banks be open
to play with him unless you know
WAR INCREASES CITIZENSHIP
Stock
of
to
the
due
try
stoppage
largely
ticable, since they provide tjie moat
Pittsburgh, Oct. 71. An increase In how," said F. H. Perry as be held a
three-foo- t
practical relief in the present situarattlesnake in his bare hand
the
citizenship of the United States
and watched his slow movements
tion. The opening of the Stock Exmultiand
not
was
the
many
among
his arm. He had captured the
change may have to be postponed un- Fiery Blood
farious predictions made at the out- along
snake on a rock near the penitentiary
til that date. Much will depend upon
such
break
but
as it lay there in the sun. The snake
Disorders Checked has of the European war,
the outcome of the war. A deceive
occurred, especially in the anthra- had five rattles.
would
allies
the
on
of
the part
victory
cite regions of Pennsyvania. Reports
When annoyed It suddenly curled
liaFten resumption both here and in
from a larg;e section of Pennsylvania up and Etruck at a yardstick near it
or
are
The
sources
Disease
reFrom the latter point,
Ixt,don.
show that a. great number of applica-tin- s imbedding its fuugs in the soft wood,
Cleaned and Blood
ports come that efforts are under way
for first citizenship papers have which was immediately discolored by
Purified
with the government
for
been filed since the war began by for- the injection of the poison from the
an early reopening of the
fangs. A number of rattlers had been
eigners who for one reason or another found near the old rock pile, and it
London Stock Exchange. Should the
wish to be allied with a neutral na- was after hearing of these discoveries
latter event occur, it would of course
tion. None of the mining companies that Mr. Perry started out to find a
materially hasten the opening of the
in the anthracite region have com- snake. He had not hunted long when
New York exchange.
of the loss of many laborers ho came upon one lying on the stone.
plained
Trading in securities In this market
return
of reservists, and some Perry picked it up by first taking
by the
is steadily Increasing, and ihe prices
mines are carrying more men on their hold of the back of the neck of the
reptile, preventing it from striking
reslized for unlisted stocks show less
payrolls than at this time la3t year. him, and then put it in a box.
have
been
then
might
depreciation
The laborers in the mines represent
In exhibiting it he let It move about
I
anticipated under such extraordinary
different countries. One com while he held it, and the spectators
many
to
will
tend
This
circumstances.
fact
Those who have used S. S. S. marvel
aver
that its
shuddered at the thought of what
See pany recently reported
the way It checks blood diseasf-s- .
give confidence in security values at
number or employes last year would happen if the snake would sud
man today with hia skin all broken out; age
a
generally, and should be a material gee him again in a week or two after using was 12,782 men, of whom 6,284 were denly raise Itself and strike. No one
element of support when the exchange K. 8. S. and be la a wonder to behold, all
offered to assist Perry in handling his
up, skin healthy, eyes bright, a big Russians, 2,141 Poles, l,io5 Tyroleans,
is regularly opened for business. It cleared
mile replaces the droop. What Is S. S. 8. 805 Austrlans, 751
Lituanians, 599 pet.
Is questionable now whether Europe that can
auch wonderful reaccomplish
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522 Slavs,
Hungarians,
would make New York a wholesale sults? Firm of all It is a natural medi- Italians,
Must Wed Under Eugenie Laws.
cine. Like milk,
tg and other foods that 100 Greeks, and 6,284 American born
Port Jervls, N. Y. Mrs. Fred Sleudt,
when
this
dumping ground
exchange can hot be imitated, a 8. S. owes It to or naturalized. It is the
English em a widow, sixty-ninwho purchased the
is opened. Europe is becoming accus- Nature for its power to overcome disease
tomed to war conditions. Confidence Just as food prevents emaciation. S. S. 8. ployes holding the higher positions in release from the navy of George C
so that she might
Is gradually reviving, particularly In Is not a combination of prescription drugs. the mines who are going home be- Hauff, twenty-four- ,
It Is a preparation direct from medicinal cause of the war, it Is said, and it is marry him, found that under the
London. Pressure there to sell must plants that
retains all the virile potency
nave diminished, and buyers In Eu- - of what we need, what we must have In these who are. difficult to replace, be Wayne county eugenic laws she will
the blood to counteract those destructive cause most of them hold positions re- have to obtain a physician's certificate
rcpe are certainly more numerous tendencies that assail us throughout life.
before the ceremony will be per
tl en six or eight weeks ago. There If it were not for our natural secretions to quiring a . miner's certificate, which formed.
laws
of Pennsylvania it
us, aided by such 'known helps as under the
a;e evidences of considerable money sustain
8. 8. 8. there would be small chance of takea a man three
years to obtain. Th.e
No Alum
of
awaiting investment in London, and any of ua surviving childhood.
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forgotten that
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Binghamton,
druggist but be careful to aTold the sub- proportions because they have more
can stocks are now the best and the stitutes
ing down the cottage of Orrla Beckpalmed off on the nnwary. S. 8. S. money and can more
reach
easily
with
safest In the world. This fact alone la prepared only by The Swift Specific Co.,
and his wife, both of whom had
their country.
died in apparent poverty, found $40,
v. ill prove an important element of 63 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, C,., and for private medical advice write briefly your
000 concealed In the walls in various
support both at home and abroad in symptoms to their medical department.
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parts of the building.
case liquidation on a large scale was They will take excellent care of you.
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There is no alum in Dr. Price's
Cream Baking Powder. The names
of its ingredients, printed on the
label of every can, show it to be
made from Cream of Tartar, which
comes from grapes. No alum baking powder or food containing alum
is permitted to be sold in England.
To avoid alum read, the label and
use only
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EACH TEAM WILL

USE ONLY TWO
CATCHERS
SCHANG

AND LAPP FOR ATHGOWDY ANJ WHALING FOR

Lc"X8;

-

BRA3

Manager Stalling! has two very re
liable receivers in Gowdy and Whal
ing, both of whom have beeu wonder
fully successful this past season. Both
are young men and each has been
identified with professional baseball
for five years. The success of the
team, phenomenal as it was, in landing the National league pennant, this
year, speaks volumes for the work of
the batteries and the catchers are naturally not overlooked for the parts
they played so well in bringing about
the unlooked for victory.
Gowdy, who did the lion's share of
catching for the Braves during the
season, stands one inch over six feet
and weighs 197 pounds. Whaling,
who is 25 years old, just one year
older than Gowdy, also is a six footer
and weighs 188 pound
The seasons record of the Athletics
and Braves catchers, as compiled
from official figures, is as follows:
ATHLETICS

AUSTRIAN

ERUPTIONS

IMJO

HEAD

Scalp Dry Like Powder. Scaled Over.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. No Signs of Trouble Since.
Oranlt Fall. VTuth. " At the M of
two year, there came a scale on my little
W'i had. H scalp
very dry like
powder which roughed in the hair and mixed
with the scale. Eruption would appear
and at times they would Itch. They would
bleed when I combed her hair. It seemed
to acale over from one combing to the next.
"I commenced to treat her as soon as I
saw the least sign of the eruption. I tried
Solution at first and after
washed with
Soap but she got no
relief. Then I used the Cuticura Soap and
Ointment, lathering her head, then washing
and applying the Cuticura Ointment every
In two weeks she was well and
morning.
there have been no signs of the trouble
since." (Signed) Mrs. C F. Johnston, Apr.

u

New York, Oct. 7. In all livelihood
oiily four men will be called upon
to work at the receiving ends of the
batteries during the coming world's
championship series between the Philadelphia Athletics and Boston Nationals. Each club will undoubtedly depend upon the two catchers who have
given such a good account of themselves all through the playing season.
G PO
A E PO Bat.
14, 1914.
They will take an fmpoitant part In
95 470 156 29 .956 .268
Schang
the struggle for as soon as a catcher
UNSIGHTLY PIMPLES ON FACE
59 283
82 10 .973 .214
dons the mitt and mask of his calling Lapp
BRAVES
B. P. D. No. 1, Box HO, Harvey. 111.
in a contest he assumes an immense
G PO A K PO Bat. f About two years ago pimples and blackamount of responsibility. In fact,
heads broke out on my face. They were
94 435 155 12 .979 .238
there is no telling how many of the Gowdy
red and inflamed and burned terribly so
249
86
6
.982
.215
that I sometimes would scratch them. They
games are directed from behind the Whaliug ...56
were very unsightly.
I lost much sleep.
plate. In addition to. exchanging sigI used two cakes of Cuticura Soap and a
IN LAFAYETTE
MEETS
nals with the pitcher as to the weak
box of Cuticura Ointment and the burning
Lafayette, Ind., Oct. 7i The Nationness or strength of the batters, he
topped. In two months I was well,
lias to be a quick thinker, keen, sigh al Horse Thief association began its (Signed) George Madderom, May 5, 1914.
annual convention here today and will
ed, always alert and invariably acSamples Free by Hail
curate in throwing to head of the continue in session over tomorrow.
Cuticura Soap (20c) and Cuti
Although
The
was
association
one
one
at
time
ta.se pilferers.
cura Ointment (50c.) are sold throughout
of the most active police organizathe world, a sample of each with 32-Skin
In this department Connie Mack is tions in the
middle west, and it Is Book will be sent free upon requext. Ad
probably the more fortunate in hav- still proving of service in the
dress
d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Button.''
capture
ing Lapp and Schang, both of whom and conviction of horse thieves. It
have had previous experience in embraces
the entire state of Indiana, HAT PLANTS RUNNING NIGHTS
world's championship games. Lapp the
greater part of Ohio and parts of
Danbury, Conu., Oct. 7. Hat rr.au
played in the 1910, 1911 and 1913 Kentucky, Illinois and
Sev- uft.cturing plants here are
Michigan.
running
games, each time on the winning side eral hundred
delegates from these nights to meet, an unprecedented re
and this will be the fourth time his states are
attending the present con tail business, quickened principally
cervices will be needed for the reten- vention. Features
of entertainment by demands from merchants lit the
tion of the flag in Philadelphia. Al- wiU
intersperse the business sessions. west. A recent shipment of nearly
though only 30 years old Lapp has The delegates will visit Purdue uni
seven full carloads of hats on a sin
Tiad a lot of experience during the
versity, the state soldiers' home and gle nisfht broke all record?. Mail or
has
been
he
identified
nineyears
with the Tippecanoe battle field.
ders are accompanied by request to
professional baseball. He stands five
The demand is
hurry shipments.
feet, ten and a half inches and weighs
CITROLAX
mainly for soft hats, but lead:.ij mau
about 170 pounds. Last year he took
CITROLAX
ufacturers report a stable demand for
part in only one of the five games
CITROLAX
siiif hats. The hat industry has not
played for the championship.
bfen
affected materially by the Eu
Hest
thing for constipation, sour
Schang, on whom most of the wtrk
war, so far as any lack tt ma
ropean
liver
and
bow
stomach,
Athletilazy
hehind the bat developed in the
sluggish
terial
is
concerned, and the situation
c-Giants
series a year ago, bore els. Stops a sick headache almost at as to
and furs Is reported easier
dyes
once.
Gives
most
satr
a
and
thorough
the brunt of the work throughout this
was
than
It Is claimed
anticipated.
year's American league season. Last lsfactory flushing no pain, no nau- for the seventy-odhat
manufacturers
sea.
Keeps your system cleansed,
year he caught in. four of the five
here that they produce 75 per cent
games played in the world's series sweet and wholesome. Ask for Cit- - of
all the stiff hats manufautui-c- l
in
O.
G.
Schaefer and Red Cross
and may do thei larger share in the rolax.
the
United
besides
thousands
States,
Adv.
Store.
Drug
coming contests. He is 24 years old,
of dozens of men's and womer's soft
is five feet nine inches tail and weighs
hats.
MONTENEGRIN
RULER
73
YEARS
.ISO pounds. His experience in major
league baseball dates back just four
Cettlnje, Montenegro, Oct.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Ira Thomas, the veteran people of Montenegro held great re(ytears
local
by
is
on
applications, as they cannot
Manaanother
whom
catcher,
joicings today in celebration of the
reach
diseased portion of the ear.
the
ger Mack could call in, case of acci- seventy-thir- d
birthday anniversary of
dent to either of the two mentioned, their beloved king. Born Oct. 7, 1S41. There is only one way to cure deaf
but he has not been in the game in the little village of Niegush, which ness, and that is by constitutional
much during the past season and it for 400 years had been the iibode of remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucus lin
is not likely that his services will be (his
family, (Nicholas Petrovitcli asneeded. The Athletics also have a cended the throne of the Vladikas in ing of the Eustachian Tube; When
fourth catcher in McAvoy, late of the 1&60, as Prince Nicholas t. Four this tube is inflamed you have a rum
Baltimore International league team, years ago, on the fiftieth
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
anniversary when It is
hut it is not at all probable that he of his accession,
entirely closed. Deafness Is
Montenegro was prowill be called upon to' go behind the claimed a
the
and unless the inflammaresult,
kingdom and the ru'.er took
tion can be taken out and this tube
bat against the Braves.
the title of king.
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by
which is nothing but an
condition of the mucous sur
faces.
MOST
YOUR
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circular free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
'CM
Of
Dm
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
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Dalmatians Find It Difficult to Understand Teutonic Militarism and
Viennese Method.

OCTOBER

7,

1914.

THRZ3

ELWOOD HONORED
BY STATE ODD

Vienna. Austrian rule is not to the
liking of the Dalmatians. That Slavonic race, softened by Indian influence,
finds it difficult to understand Teutonic militarism and Viennese methods. In town and country the people
are ready enough to confide their LAS VEGAS MAN
WILL ATTEND
grievances to foreigners, but when an
MEETING
SOVEREIGN
OF
I
Austrian looms up in ear shot they
GRAND LODGE
quickly change the conversation. Fear
of Austrian spies Is everywhere.
The annexation of Bosnia and HerAlbuquerque, Oct. 7. Officers were
zegovina was looked upon frownlngly elected yesterday by he grand lodge
by the Dalmatians. There was an- - of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, which opened its convention- In
Odd Fellows' hall la the morning.
There was a large attendance of dele
gates. Grand Master T. M. Elwood
presided.
The election resulted as- follows:
Grand master, C. Burt Smith of No.
11, Artesia.
Deputy grand master, Victor L.
Minter of Eddy lodge No. 21, Carlsbad.
Grand warden, J. R. Whitesides of
Harmony lodge No. 1, Albuquerque.
Grand secretary, N. E. Stevens of
No. 1, Albuquerque.
Grand treasurer, J. I. Sloane of No.
8, Raton.
Representative to the Sovereign
Grand lodge, T. M. Elwood of No. 4,
Las Vegas.
Board of trustees, Frank Talmadge,
Jr., of No. 3, Hagerman.
Reports of officers were received.
Bosnia Waterfall.
The order has) experienced an excelother piece of Slavonic land taken lent year
considering the conditions
away from its rightful owners. How- in the
ever, they see that Austria is doing state. dry farming regions of the
There are 2,475 subordinate
now for her new provinces what
France did for Daliuatia a century members. The encampment has 300
ago, and there is a feeling of jeal- members. The financial condition is
ousy creeping into their discontent.
excellent
It is a fact that Austria no more
Daughters of Rebekah
exerts herself in Dalmatia, if she ever
The Daughters of Rebekah opened
did. Her hold upon the land is setheir convention in old Odd Fellows'
cure, sanctioned by time, whereas in
the two countries further north she hall yesterday. There were 20 sisters
present as delegates, and the total atstill feels that she must Justify
tendance was more than 50. Num
Furtherappropriation.
more there is natural wealth to be bers of the brothers from the grand
exploited in Bosnia and Herzegovina, lodge dropped in to the meeting dur
while Dalmatia has nothing but a
the course of the morning.
little pasture land and a long, dented ing
Mrs.
J. C. Spears of Gallup presid
coast.
At the mouth of the River Narenta ed. Mrs. Mary E. Comstock of Wat- lies Netkowitz, the port whence the rous is the secretary.
bodies of the Archduke Francis FerdiOfficers reported for the year. The
nand and the
Duchess of Hohenberg reports were ail .encouraging.
The
x
were taken to Trieste on board a
membership is now 1,683, an increase
warship. The, little town is in the of 86 for the year.
center of a most unhealthy district
The lodge will meet again
and it derives its only Importance
from the fact that the Bosnia railway
runs down and ends here. The stretch
,
of land between Netkowitz and
W, T. Huchens, Nicholson, Ga,, had
to the southeast, is the strang
est of the many curious spots in a severe attack of rheumatism. H1b
these provinces. It is perfect deso feet, ankles and joints were swollen,
lation rocks and rocks, nothing but and moving about was very painful.
He was certainly In a bad way when
rocks, with a gray sky above.
But when Ragusa appears against he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
the horizon, the desert vanishes, yield He says, "Just a few doses made mo
ing to that luxurious
feel better, and now my pains and
vegetation upon which the ancient city rheumatism are
all gone and I sleep
lies as a jewel on a bed of velvet.
all
O. G. Schaefer and
night
long."
Such are the contrasts that startle
the traveler everywhere In those Bal Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
kan provinces of Austria. It is an exSPECIAL MASTER'S SALE
traordinary interesting land, and full
of great possibilities if peace can be
Public, notice is hereby given that
held. Austria is doing what her judg I, the
virtue of a dement tells her is the best. She may cree undersigned, by
rendered
the
in
District Court
yet reap incalculable reward for her
of the Fourth Judicial District of New
efforts.
Mexico, sitting in and for the County
EVER HEAR A WHALE SNORE? of San Miguel on August 10, 1914 1"
a certain cause In said court pending;
said cause being No. 7616 entitled
Sailing Captains in New York Port
Byron T. Mills, Trustee plaintiff vs.
Are Divided on a Story
From the Deep.
Enrique H. Salazar, et als, defendants,
foreclosure of mortgage, will on the
New York. Do whales snore? Sci 30th
day of November, 1914, at the
ence says so and it's a
vote from hcur of ten o'clock A. M. of said
day
captains of sailing vessels at New at the east front door of the court
York ports.
The question arose to distract the house In the County of San Miguel,
minds of New Yorkers from heat and offer for sale and sell for cash in
the coming gubernatorial campaign hand to the highest and best bidder,
when Capt. Clifton Smith, his officers to
satisfy the sum of $1,690 with inand passengers on the Stephano, ar- terest thereon at the rate of 8
per
rivedJn port with the story that they
annum
cent
10th,
from
August
per
run
had
close to a sleeping mammal
and heard him snore. F. A. Lucus, 1914 on $1500 to date of sale, Judg
director of the Museum of Natural ment, together with, the further costs
and sale, and
of this advertisement
History, was asked about it
"A whale snore?" said Director Lu
following described premises and
cus. "If Captain Smith says so it
property or such part or parts of said
must be true as true as the Btory of
as may be ne
the whale into whose blow hole a bar premises and property
nacle fell, and who ever thereafter cessary to pay the amount aforesaid
whistled when he blew. They said of with interest, costs, attorneys fees
In San
this whale that he learned to answer and expenses of sale,
the whistles of the ships. If you be Miguel county, New Mexico.
lieve one you'll have to believe the
That certain lot or parcel of land,
other."
situated in the town of Lae Vegas,
Capt. Joshua Edwards of East Nfew
Mexico, and being on the south
Hampton, L. I., who has sailed "round
the world four times and doubled the side of the Public Plaza or square in
Horn seven," says "sure a whale said town of Las Vegas, and measursnores. I've heard "em." Capt James ing 46 feet and 10 Inches more or less,
F. Avery, another widely known old frcnt and running back 95 feet in
salt, upholds the snoring contention. depth, more or less and bounded on
Capt. W. I. Shockley says whales east side by the property of Charles
don't snore but that they do sing.
on the west side by property
All humbug," said Capt. George Bak
er. "Whales don t snore. It s wheez- formerly of Geoffrion and Desmarals,
on the north with the public plaza or
ing from the salt in their lungs."
square and on the south by the public
street known as Moreno street.
Judge Carter Quotes Bible.
Gary, Ind. "He that Is without sin
Las Vegas, N. M, Sept 7. 1914.
among you, let him cast first a stone
H. S. VAN PETTEN.
at her," read Special Judge Carter
Special Master.
from the Bible as he dismissed the
cases against four women charged
with loitering.
When - your food does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
Negro 112 Year Old Dead.
Windsor, Conn. Sandy Archer, a discouraged, you should use a little
negro, who was born a slave In the HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
South 112 years ego, 1 dead at the bowels, purifies the system and rehome of Mrs. M. E. Garrett where stores a fine feeling of health and enhe was employed.
ergy. Price 60c. Sold - by Central
Drug Co. Adv.

FELLOWS

'Mm

TO STANDARIZE WEIGHTS
j planted on
greatly Increased arreage
New York, Oct 7. A three days' to meet the extra demand caused
by
convention of weights and measurers the decrease of supply of cane
sugar.
commissioners from New York, New
When the European war bega,j the
Jersey, Massachusetts, Maine, Rhode :beet sugar companies of the United
Island, Connecticut, Minnesota, Illi- states found themselves' acln? a crla-Ih- ,
nois, Indiana, California and the Disas nearly all beet seed has been imtrict of Columbia will be held In this ported, and the stock on band was far
city next week. The object of the from sufficient to seed the usual acrecommissioners Is to standardize meas- age next year, while very little could
ures and weights regulations through- - be
produced In this country this year.
out the country;
For weeks W. L. Petrfkln, rlc president of the Great Western organ u
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
has been endeavoring to rest In
touch
with beet seed concerns abroad.
They hang on all winter If not
chocked, and pave the way for serious Negotiations with German and Holland
throat and lung diseases. Get a bot seed firms have been successful and
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com- a vessel bearing a $1,000,000 carso of
to cros3 the
pound, and take it freely. Stops sugar beet seed Is ready
ocean.
coughs and colds, heals raw Inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is
laxative. Best for children
mildly
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
There la such ready action in Foley
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
Adv.
from the very first dose. Backache,
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
INCREASING BEET ACREAGE
and Irregular action disappear with
Denver, Oct 7. Colorado Is assur their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay,
ed the greatest crop of sugar beets in Wis., says :"My wife is rapidly reits .history next year as the result of covering her health and strength, due
the purchase by the Great Western solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
SuKar company and others of $1,000,000 Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Stora
Adv.
worth of beet seed, which will bo
Ua-t'l--

uvlE

Ra-gusa-

We t3ake it ReliaMe

It's Frionda Imva

semi-tropic-

made it Famous
Send for Catalogue
PARHER BROS.
New York Salesrooms
32 Warrca Street

50-5- 0

111111
The Cherry Glow arid

to-wi-t:

I. M. Cunningham, Preside
frank Springer,

it

ID. T. Hosklns, Cashier.

Vice-Preside-

VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON

TIMES

DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

Office with the San Miguel National

30,000.00
B?ik

KM. Q, HATDOM- K. W, FZT.IT
--

D. V.

EOIXINI

President
Tlee president

,

Interest Pedd On Deposits

Merlden
Connecticut

Warmth of Electric Light
in Winter.

666

I

The advent of winter Is not far off.
It Is not a bit too soon to prepare now
to enjoy the long evenings in greatest
possible comfort and cheen You
really should have your home wired
for Electric light. It is not only the
besi light for reading, sewing, etc., but
the most attractive illumlnant as- well.
There are innumerable pretty decorative effects to be obtained only with
Electric light It can be blended with
any color scheme in perfect harmony.

TBE L4S VEGAS LIGHT AND
POWER COMPANY
-

(

hr

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

UUR

H

factor In feeding the German people
for the present Is government-directeforesight.
are Intelligently
Pood substitutes
Industrialists out
used in Germany.
t
to help gather the
of work
crops. Unpatriotic hoarding by private persons le prevented by public
CO.
vigilance; Plain directions are given
for preventing waste. A centralized
and oligarchic form of government has
Editor. Its
heavy handicaps. Dut no one can
deny that in grave emergency It can
do marvels for national preservation
of its
by compelling the
subjects for the common good.

DAILY OPTIC
ESTABLISHED

1379

d

are-sen-

publisher

by

THE OPTIC PUNISHING
(Incorporated)
ft.

M,
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Entered at the postofflce at
DON'T WAIT
tM Vegas, New Mexico for trans Take
Advantage of An East Las Vegai
OtiMloa through the United Bute
Citizen's Experience
nails as second class matter.
When the back begins to ache,
Don't wait until backache becomes
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
chronic;
Dally, by Carrier
Til kidney troubles develop;
1 .05
fer Copy
'Til urinary troubles destroy night's
15 rest.
Oae Week;
M Profit by an East Las Vegas citiOne Month
7.80 zen's
One Year
experience.
Dally, by Mall
Mrs. S. North, 905 Tilden Ave., East
16.00
Oae Tear (In advance)
Las Vegas, says: "I have used Doan's
8.00
Six Months (In advance)
Kidney Pills off and on when I have
7.00
Oae Tear (in arrears?
needed them and so lias another of
3.50
Six Months (in arrears)
our family. Doan's Kidney Pills were
recommended to us by a doctor while
we were visiting in Harrlsburg, Pa.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
Having twice before publicly recom$2.00 mended Doan's Kidney Pills, I am
das Yew
1.00 glad to acknowledge their worth. We
Six Months
have found them to be a reliable remedy for relieving backache and other
(Cash In Advance for Mall
troubles, caused by disordered kidSubscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money neys."
Price 60c at all dealers. Don't
srder. If sent otherwise we will not
simpl yaBk for a kidney remedy get
e responsible for loss.
Pills the same that
on
application. Doan's Kidney
Specimen copies free
Co.,
Mrs. North had. Foster-MilburBuffalo, N. Y.
Props.,
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
--

...

n

PAID FOR

DEMOCRATS

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
I any newspaper In northern New

DY

STAND

THLMVAR

TAX

and surplus, none materialized and
administration leaders declared these
features would be left as the caucus
had fixed them.
Much time was devoted to a dis
cussion of the proposed wine tax, but
no further action was taken, the mat
ter to be taken up again later. The
caucus thus far has . approved the
rates recommended by the committee;
20 cents a gallon on sweet wines and
8 cents on dry' wines.
This will yield
approximately $7,000,000, ; which, with
the tax of (1.75 a barrel on beer and
5 cents a gallon on rectified spirits,
will net from liquors alone an esti
mated annual revenue of $57,000,000.
Senator O'Gorman succeeded In get
ting approval of an amendment to the
proposed flat tax of $24 on cigarette
manufacturers. The amendment provides for a graduated tax according to
volume of business, ranging from $G
to $96 a year.
"An amendment to the tax on real
estate conveyances would change the
proposed tax of $1 per thousand of
value to $1 per thousand of "equity,"
thus eliminating any tax on mortgages or encumbrances on transfers
The party leaders exof property.
pect to complete the bill In time for
a report to the senate tomorrow.
LEVY IS POSTPONED
The board of county commissioners
has postponed making the tax levy
until the first of next week In order
to be guided by the findings of the
court in a case the county of San Miguel has brought against the Santa
Fe railway to collect $3,197.75, a iior- Xion of tho first Installment of the
railroad's taxes, and representing the
bridge levy. At the time the railroad
made the payment of the balance of
its taxes for the first half of the year,
it protested this levy, refusing to pay
it on the grounds that it was an erroneous tax, and the county has
brought 'a suit In the district court.
The case will be heard before- - District
Judge David J. Leahy Saturday

at ex ico.
TO MAKE CHANGES
RATES AS ANNOUNCED

REFUSE

TELEPHONES

uslnets Office . ....
News Department . .. . .
WEDNESDAY,

Main 2
Main 2

OCTOBER 7, 1911.

TiiK CIULlMtHX'S CHRISTMAS SHU'

The dead of the war iu Europe will
i n into the hundreds of thousands.
hvir orphaned cbildnn will reach
into the millions. The project of
sending to these millions of little ones
Christmas gifts from the children of
.America is receiving a nation-wid- e
The remembrances are coming in from all sections and from all
classes of people. It is becoming a
;reat national testimonial that of one
blood God has made all peoples, which
Europe is forgetting but which America, through its children of all races,
would call to mind again.
The government of the United
States interested itself in a day of
prayer for peace. It expects in due
time to become an intermediary for
peace. Through 'ts very feebleness
this children's appeal may prove a
power In reviving the spirit of peace
where it is now dead. The government has lent its own vessels to the
work of getting distressed Americans
home from Europe; It has before this
in like manner aided the charity of
the American people in relieving extraordinary cases of distress abpad?
What could be more fitting than for
the government, without any material
expense to itself, to put the stamp of
the nation uflon this movement by
providing the transportation, for these
millions of little messages of peace
and good will to the war orphans of
Europe? New York. World.
i

,

QEKMAXT NOT STAKVKJ
OUT

In stating that Germany is not
"starved out" by the cessation of
commerce, Vice Chancellor Delbruck.
is supported' by " independent testimony. Many foods are cheaper in
Berlin than New York. Distress is apparently greater in Vienna, though
Austria-Hungaris an agricultural
country. These contrasts are a tribute to German efficiency
In 1S95 34.9 per cent of the German
people were still supported by farming; in 1907 only 27.9 per cent Of
late years Germany has yearly import
d more than a hillion marks worth
of oeTeals, and more than a billion
and a half marks' worth of live animals, butter, gt;s, fihh. rice and other
foods. More than a billion marks
bIbo have been spent for hides and
wool. Yet imports of farm produce
have run far above $1,000,000,000.
.Much of the vast deficit can be
made up for a time from storage. In
farm animals, owing to agrarian pro
tection, Gerany Is relatively as rich
and will gradually
as Austria-Hungarreduce her stock, trusting to replace
it at the end of ihe war. But the main
y

WEDNESDAY

SHAKE IS NO MORE

IN

YESTERDAY

Washington, Octi 7 Senate democrats, in caucus today on the war revenue bill, retracted none of their steps
In revision of the measure taken yesterday and last night. Although there
were some indications early in the
day of efforts to reconsider the elimination of the tax on gasoline and automobiles and the cutting to $1 a thou-eanthe proposed tax on bank capital

d

"Shake," Harry W. Kelly's bull pup
tbal came home recently after months
of wandering, came down town this
morning to pass the tlfiie of day with
Mr. Kelly at his office, and on the ex- cmsion ate poison, from the effects
of which he died soon after his re
turn to the Kelly home.
Shake was a valuable dog, and Mr.
Kelly offers $100 for Information about
tbo person or persons who havaften
putting poison in the streets lately,
eatof which a number of dogs have
en and died.

Our Challenge Sale
A special price and
gsale such as this city has

Our FilVniture Hospital
We are now In shape to do all
kinds of furniture repairing, and
refinishing.
Furniture packed by experienced

experienced. Our challenge
goes forth to all, may they be buyhome
furnishings,
ies or sellers of
to match our unheard of astonishmen.
ing values. This extrordiimry sale
Includes every last article in cur
Awnings sold or put up.
k
stock and is a bonafide,
Carpents and rags cleaned with
sale where your mntv our Electric Vacumm Cleaner.
does trble duty. Don't miss this
Linoleum and carpets sold, made
opportunity.
laid and lined.
Challenge Sale of perfectly Male
If you want a porch enclosed, or
Genuine Cork Linoleum
an
awning or porch shade, let us
Bring your room measurements
quote same.
and we will give you the exact figures on the cost of covering your
New rubber tires put on
50c each.
floors with high grade Linoleum.
You'll he agreeably surprised fit
Stoves put up and polished.
the small outlay required during
SNAPS IN RANGES
this Challenge Sale; and rememSteel Range, with warming
ber, we lay linoleoum and rugs free
$22.50 value "for $18.95.
closet,
of charge.
Steel Range, big oven,
Cork Linoleum
sectional top, pouch
high
closet,
Two yard wide, in a large assort-me- n feed, stands on a base $30 value
of wood and tile desigus-I
$24.95.
)
easily worth 65c. Challen Sale price
No. 8 Nickel Plated Copper Tea
per square yard, laid on your Kettles $1.50 value, $1.10.
45c No. 2
floor
.$1.95
Rayo Lamps, now.
40o
Inlaid Linoleum
No. 9 Galvanized Tubs
50c
That needs no further recommenNo. 1 Galvanized Tubs..
52c
dation than its name ,and Is worth
No. 2 Galvanized Tubs...
62c
$1.20.
Challenge Sale per square No. '3 Galvanized Tubs. . j
890
21c
1 gal. Galvanized Oil cons
yard, laid on your floor
25c
$11.95 for $17.50 China Closets.
2 gal. Galvaniezd Oil Cans
E gal. Galvanized Oil Cans... 65c
$19.85 for! $25 China Closets.
5c
$21.65 for $27.50 China Closets.
Extension Sash Rods
15c
5 or 6 inch Stove Pipe
Rugs
Choice colorings and designs are 5 or 6 Inch Stove Dampers. ...15c
5o
shown
this week In our special 2 doz. Clothes Pins
sifce
5c
Pot
Tin
Covers, any
offering of 9x12 AXMINSTIW
:. 6o
No. 1 or 2 Lamp Globes
.
$19.7
Rugs
.'. 5c
$2.50' COTTON COMFORTS 72xS4
5c Shoe Laces, 2 pair for
Silkoline covered, filled with pure Straw Sleeve Protectors, pair. 5c
carded cotton, well knotted and Paper Lamp Shades, each.... 5c
stitched. Special
$1 95
High grade "Whisk Brooms... 15c
E9c forf $1 Cobbler Sets.
$2.50 Wool Nap Blankets
$1.95
$5.50 Part Wool Blankets in Beau- 18c for 25c Table- Oil Cloth.
..Always Bet t our K; prices before
S3 9
lng this sale only
buying elsewhere.
straislit-to-the-mar-

OCTOBER

1914.

7,

AN ASSAULT UPON

THE ALLIES'
CENTER
-

(Continued from rage One

the Prussian border not only was
checked but that Emperor Nicholas'
troops have been successful near
the scene of much recent fights
ing,
Further south, on the Vistula, German and Austrian forces are said to
have dislodged the Russians from
their entrenchments between Opatow
and Ostrowiec, with heavy Russian
lotres in prisoners and guns.
The Austrians claim suacess In Ga- licla also. On the other hand, the
Russians are reported as steadily ad
vancing to the westward and
The most recent British victim of
the mines is the steamer Ardmount,
which Is variously reported as sent to
the bottom by British and German
mines. The official report is not yet
available, but it is claimed that if
steamers are following the sailing di
rections there Is no danger to them
from the British mine field.
It Is
said to be essential to securely tal
the channel in preparation for a period of fogs in long nights, when fT-lookout by air craft will no longer be
'
possible.
.'

Paris

is

Optimistic
Paris, Oct. 7. The following offi- cir.l communication was given out in
faris this afternoon:
'On our left wing the battle still
continues with great violence. The
opposing fronts extend into the region
between Lens (nine miles northeast
of Arras) and La Bassee, (13 miles
southeast of Lille), and are lengthened by masses of cavalry which are in
jr.'ps as far as the vicinity of Ar- mentieres (nine miles northwest of
Lille and virtually on the Belgian
frontier).
"Cfi the front extending from the
Scmme to the Meuse there is nothing
rew to report. In the Woevre dis
trict the enemy made a new effort
to stop our progrress, but his attacks
araln failed.
"In Russia, the German army, detested in the battle of Augustowo,
which lasted from September 25 to
October 3 endeavored to arrest the
Russian pursuit a.t prepared positions
along the line of the Wirballen froii- tieh. At Lyck the Russian troops con
tinue their advance, and at. several
places they have penetrated into east
Prussia. To sum up, the German offensive on the Niemen has been
bnught to an end by a complete
check, accompanied by very considerable losses.''

The following communica
London).
tion was given out by the headquart-

ers staff of the German army tho
evening of October 6:
"Continuous French
outflanking
movements against our right wing
have extended the battlefront until it
is now north of Arras, west of Lille
and west of Lens (nine miles northeast of Arras)! Our advance guards
are In touch with the enemy's cavalry.
"No decision yet has been reached
in our counter-attack- s
along the line
between Arras, Albert and Roye.
Toned Up Whole System
"Chamberlain's Tablets have done
siore for me than I ever dared hope
for," writes Mrs. Esther Mae Baker,
Spencerport, N. Y, "I used several
bottles of these tablets a few months
ago. They not only cured me of bil
ious attacks, sick headaches and that
tired out feeling, but toned up' my
whole system." For sale by all dealers." Adv.

MARKETS
KANSAS CITY

LIVE

$6. 50ft 10.50.

Sheep, receipts 18,000. Market steaLambs $77.40; yearlings $5.25
&"(.'. 25; wethers $55.75; ewes $4.25
&5.

dy

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
( hicago, Oct. 7. Higher prices at
Liverpool led to an advance tovlay in
the wheat market here. The market;

to
nuved up
above last night
and after some reaction turned again
up grade. The close was unsettled
at the same as last night to Vi cent
up.

Corn quotations began to harden on
account of prospects for rainy weathreer, a condition likely to delay
ceipts. The opening, which ranged
lA cent up,
from a shade off to
Tida followed by a slight setback and
then a little rally. The close was
cent above last
to
firm V
night.
Firmness developed in the oats
market.
Provisions sagged in oflance of
lower values for hogs. The closing
quotations were as follows:
Wheat, Dec. 1.07; May 1.14.
Corn, Dec. 67; May 67.
Oats, Dec. 48; May 51.
Pork, Jan. $18.55.
Lard, Oct. $9.40; Jan. $9.70.
Ribs, Oct. $10.65; Jan. $9.72.

When you want a fact to become
generally known, the right way is to
publish it Mrs. Joseph Kalians, Peru,
Ind., was troubled with belching, sour
stomach and frequent headaches. She
writes, "I feel it my duty to tell
others what Chamberlain's Tablets
have done for me. They have helped
my digestion and regulated my bowels. Since using them I have been
Battlefront Is Extended
entirely well." For sale by all dealBerlin, Oct. 7 (Via Amsterdam and ers. Adv.

COWBOY EVANGELIST IS
COMING TO LAS VEGAS

;

-

W3

T

EJOSE

TISAL

Company

y

Opposite the Y.

Furniture

M. C. A.

.

P

Your watch is a delicate piece
of Machinery and should be entrusted only in the hands of an expert

mechanic.

Our connection with the

Rail-

way time service requires us at a.11
times to have efficient workmen.

Send us your watch, optical and
Jewelry repairing and we w;li give
you satisfaction.

Robert J. Taupert

Jeweler and Optician

A.T. & S.F. Watch

Inspector

otto
Don't Fail

to Hear

Progressive Candidate

for Congress on the Live Issues
of

the New Mexico Ca.mpaJgn

THURSDAY

CITY HALL,

OCTOBER 8TH

EVENING,

ADMISSION FREE

If

A

manufacture of sheepskin clothing for
the soldiers. No fewer than 150,000
fur coats have been delivered, presumably for tho use of officers, end
2,000,000 sheep and lamb skins havo
betn bought by the government for
winter garments for the men. For
the cavalry special leather leg protectors are being made out of leather
Intended for gloves. 4 r,

PREPARING FOR WINTER
London, Oct. 7. Advices from

by way of Rotterdam, say that tho
Germans are pushing forward with the
utmost vigor their preparations
a
winter campaign. Until recently, apparently, they had not conceived of
such an eventuality. In the la&t
ft:W
weeks,
however, they have
learned much. All the high c'ass
shops that formerly did nothing
WANTED
but. make
Clean
the best fur garments
for ladies are busily engaged in the Optic office,

fr

cotton

rags

SHOE

5 ALE

FOR

DAYS
AT

BACHARACH'S

EVERY SHOE IN
THE HOUSE ON SALE
Thursday, Friday and Saturday

to

vtf

I

Oct. 8, 9, 10

1

15 PER CENT

(Us

OFF ALL

Lot No.
V

nmii

i

Why Not Publish It?

Say-Ivll-

skj

ii

i

Expert 1
Repairing

STOCK

Kansas City, Oct. 7, Hogs, receipts
11.C00.
Market lower. Bulk $7.50
7.00; heavy $7.657.J0; packers and
butchers $7.508; lights $7.508.05;
piss $ 7. 25 iS 7. 75.
Cattle, receipts 1,100. Market strong.
Prime fed steers $1010.90; dressed
beef
steers $7.759.75; western
steers $6.50(5 9.25; stockers and feeders $5.908.25; bulls $'6.50; calves

Germans Claim Success
Berlin, Oct. 7 (By wireless to
L. I.). The German general
staff, In its report today on the sit
nation in the western arena of the
war, says the fighting on the German
right wing in France has been suc
cessful.

f
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EVANGGE-Llb-

B.' CRIMM

This will introduce the readers of
The Optic to Evangelist B. B. Crimm,
and his singer, Mr. D. K. Cumbie, who
w U arrive In Las Vegas tomorrow
and will begin a scries of "evangelistic meetings here tomorrow evening.
Mr. Crlmm has held meetings in ;his
blate in the following places: Clovis,
ArteBia, Texlco, Tucumcarl, Portaies.
Ft Sumner, Estancia, qagerman and
other towns.
Mr. Crimm is unlike every other
evangelist; he is peculiarly B. B.
Crlmm.
He hands out what he Irs
to say, hot right out of the oven.
.

SINGER

DRUE

K. CUMBIE

He
anc" served to everybody alike.
is said to be much like Billy Sunday.
To some he is known as the cowboy
evangelist, and; he makes good as
such.
To all he is known as a Gospel
preacher. The evangelistic party will
make their headquarters at the V. M.
The
C. A., while they are In town.
meetings will be held every night at
tre First Baptist church beginning tomorrow night
The invitation Is to every saved and
urraved person In the city, says Rev.
J. Milton Harris, pastor of the church.

1

CHILDREN'S SHOES

Lot No. 2

$3.50 and $4.00

$2.50 and $3.00

SHOES

SHOES

FOR WOMEN

FOR WOMEN

All Sizes

All Sizes

(All Leathers)

(Good Values)

PER PAIR

PER PAIR

$2.33

$2.10

'THE

E.LasVegas .

QUALITY",,

N.Mf

at

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

PERSONALS

YO UR
SUIT

MORA COUNTY TAX
Jr., is stopping at one
of the local hotels.
C. F. Wilson of lenver is in Las
Vegas for a brief stay.
J. P. Buchanan of St, Louis Is in
the city for a short time.
K. B. Watson of Silver City U in
Las Vegas for a short time.
3. T. Keogh of St. Louis is register-eat one of the local hotels.
Harry Leight of Kansas City is
among the day's hotel arrivals.
George H. Brown of Los Angel' .',
Is in the city for a short time.
O. E. Geerlee of Watrous is registered at one of the city's hotels.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Allen of Watrous
are In the city for a brief stay.
Lewis Craxton of El Paso is stopping here for a few days on business.
C. W. Fulton and Charles Lyman
of ltaton registered at a local hotel
yesterday.
State Engineer James A. French
spent this morning visiting friends in
Las Vegas.
AlGeorge II. Kinkel left today for
in
the
will
take
buquerque, where he
state fair.
F. O. Headley of Kansas City 1s
making a few business calls in Las
Veas today.
Simon Bacharach, who has been In
Denver, for several days, returned to
Las Vegas last night.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Barker left last
nieht for Aibuaueroue for "a" ehOrt
""
visit to the state fair?
E. G. Murphey was among the Las
Vegas folk who left to see the state
fair at Albuquerque today.
Dr. A. G. Lewis left on train No.
3 this morning for Pomona,
Calif.,
where she will open offices.
Mrs. H. W. Kelly left for a short
visit with friends and relatives in
Kansas City today on train No. 10.
District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward, who has been in Mora for about
two weekg, returned to Las Vegas
last night.
M. A. Rudulph, Jr., deputy clerk f
Mora county, stopped over night in
Las Vegas, en route to the state fair
at Albuquerque.
E. V. Jenkins of the Missouri Valley Bridge aivd Iron company, is in
tho city for a short time. Mr. Jenkins attended the meeting of the Mora
ccunty commissioners on Monday, (it
which time his company was awarded
for building three
the contracts
bridges in Mora county.
Mrs. A. O. Ortega, Miss Juliana
Beautieu and Mr. and .Mrs. C. C.
Clancey of Puerto de Luna, arrived In
Las Vegas last night by automobile.
Mrs'. Ortega and Mr. Clancey are the
daughter and son of Ca'ptain Clancey,
one of the best known sheep men in
the state. The excursion to Las
Vegas is a honeymoon trip for Mr.
and Mrs. Clancey.
Z. A. Wood,

n

'
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LEVY CUT DOWN
DECISION WILL
MAKE THE PROPERTY OWNERS SMILE

For Fall and Winter should be

ordered now.
The Mora county commissioners, in
making the levy for the coming fiscal B We have a complete line of foryear, have reduced the assessment for
com
state and county purposes from 3 3 eign and domestic suitings,
cents and 26 mills to 3 cents. They
prising all the latest weaves, and
have further reduced the tax for road
purposes from 3 mills to 1 mill, for
at right prices.
the reason, it is said, that the road
fluids have not been spent in a way
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
that Is considered advantageous. The
receive special care.
board levied a, tax of 3 mills to be
turned into the state road fund for the
construction and maintenance of a
road from the San Miguel county line
to the Taos county line, to be built
and kept in repair by the state.

RECEIVES

A

PAST CHIEF'S EMBLEM
APPRECIATION
FIREMEN
SHOW
OF HIS TEN YEARS'
SERVICE
At a meeting of the East Las Vegas

firs ..department last evening Charles

0'.lall(v, who rtlred somf time ago
as chief of the organization after 10
years of service, was presented with
a handsome past chief's emblem, of
solid gold. Lawrence Tamme, on behalf of the firemen, made the presentation speech. After the business
meeting and presentation, a delicious
dinner, furnished the firemen by J.
B. Ament, one of their number, was
enjoyed. The fire fighters were particularly pleased "with the freshments,
and have been telling everybody about
Mr. Aments' liberality and evident
knowledge of good things to eat. The
fire company is now in better shape
than ever before for fighting fire. It
recently added to its equipment 500
feet of new hose.

MERCHANDISE WAS NOT
RAISED EVERYWHERE
SOMETHING MR. LUCERO FAILED
ED TO TELL ABOUT EQUALI-- '
ZATION BOARD
In the speech of Secretary of txte
Antonio Lucero before the democratic
county convention Monday evening, in
which he endeavored with many words
to discredit The Optic In what it had

7,

rtvm

1914.

Three Points

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.

First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can 1 get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
and
Capital
Surplus

jjj

What Would You Do?
There are. many times when one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances.
The question Is, what would you do right now
If yon had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recommended by people who have used it
for years and know Its value. Mrs.
O. E, Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is worth Its
weight in gold and I take pleasure in
recommending it." For sale by all
dealers. Adv

mm

TAILOR
O'MALLEV

OCTOBER

puts this ludicrous construction on
the act of the board, it may be worth
while to note, la passing, that San
Miguel county evidently was one of
the places "wherever It could."
The printed findings Df the sjate
board of equalization recently publish
ed show that In the following counties
no raise was made on merchandise by
tho board: Bernalillo, Lincoln, Luna,
McKlnley, Mora, San Juan, Taos, Torrance and Union. Evldentty these
were "could not'' places.

COMMISSIONERS'

HA

-

New, there has been no cry that San
Miguel county has been discriminated
against, but so long as Mr. Lucero

the

C. B. Miller of Chicago is in
c!iy for a short stay.

WEDNESDAY,-

IBS
published regarding the actions of the
state board of equalization, he says,
alter quoting the raises of valuations
in the various counties of the state:
"You will . see that any inference
to the effect that San Miguel county
IiB3 been singled out In the matter of
raises ordered by the board o equalization or treated unfairly as compared
with other counties, is erroneous."
By this Mr. Lucero apparently
intends to lead his hearers to believe that The Optic has made such
an inference.
As a matter of fact, The Optic did
not make any such accusation, either
What
by Inference or insinuation.
The Optic did do was to call attention' to the utter disregard of certain
plain facts in the action of flie board,
That merchandise on which
an assessment had bepn levied at the
cost price could not properly or justly
be made to stand a raise in valuation,
find that if mortgages on land are as
sessed against the land, the land at
tiie same time- - paying a tax on Its
regular valuation, it would result in
a double assessment. The Optic stated in the article that called forth Mr.
Lrcero's screed that yie tax should
be divided between the mortgage In
terest and the land Interest, In order
to avoid a double tax.
Mr. Lucero, though It was probably
furthest from his mind at the time,
was guilty of a bit of unconscious
humor in his speech, when he said
that the board, when it discovered
t!;at the total tax levy in the state
was about four million dollars short
of what would be needed, proceeded to
'make the blanket raises wherever it
cculd, to make up the deficiency."

WIFE

BABY

AND

SOFTENED
HEART
JUSTICE

THEIR
MURRAY, FOR
SAKE, LETS CHECK ARTIST
OFF EASY

$125,000.00

GERMAN VESSELS

You Will Find

TERRIFIC
DAMAGE
(Continued From Page One.)
of weight to match their eight-Incrifles.
We estimated that in all more than
shells fell In the
a hundred eight-inc- h
town, besides a rain of Bmaller pro
jectiles from the secondary batteries.
"lleing quite defenseless, the crew
of the Zolee scuttled for shore
it
the first shot, and lucky tor them that
they did.
"Not long afterward the little gun-bebegan to sink, riddled with holes.
Her prize, the Walkurie, flew no
fla,y and the Germans, ignorant of
her nationality and that her crew were
prisoners on the island, Bank her too.
"The bombardment lasted about
two hours. Those houses surrounding
the American consulate, over which
the stars and stripes were, flying conspicuously, were not damaged, but the
water front and mercantile district
were utterly wrecked. Thatch and
bamboo houses do not offer much resistance to artillery.
"About 10 o'clock the Scharnhorst
and Gneisenau steamed off to the
westward, undamaged, so far as wo
cculd see. The fire' from the little
French fort had been feeble and fallen short."

''''''

Were it not for the fact that he has
a pretty wife and baby, C. E. Rupp,
who pleaded guilty this morning in
Justice Murray's court to cashing a
bad check, would havo got three times
the sentence he received. Thinking
of the sorrow of the wife, whom the
jt'dge has known since she was a
little girl, Judge Murray made the
sentence 30 days in the county Jail.
This is the minimum punishment prescribed by the law.
Rupp passed a check for $6.65 at
the Charles Greenclay establishment
Monday night. The check was drawn
upon the Peoples Dank andj Trust
Rupp was arrested yes
iqompany.
terday evening by Chief Coles, after
tlae check came back ..protested. Rupp
told the judge he had got Into a poker
came and had lost all the money he
had made within the past few days.
He went to the Greenclay place and
cpshed the bad check, after which he
e entered the card game; which was
in progress in anothtV part of the
ilowntown district.
IJudge Murray told Rupp he de
served to be severely punished, but,
on account of the wife and baby, he
cculd not summon the hardness of
heart to give him a long sentence.
Had the check been for an amount
over $20, the penalty would have been
a penitentiary sentence. Rupp came
here recently from Trinidad, where
he is said to have got into similar
tiouble some time ago.
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the best in all

SEASONS
Cruisers Still Hang Around
reached
Two days before the Mo-pwireless
her
picked
operator
Papeete
up code signals which he now supposes to have been conversation between the two German cruisers. Apparently they still were lurking In the
archipelago.
Beginning last Friday, when 14,000
miles off shore, the Moana, again
picked .up German wireless codes.

J

Saturday and Sunday it grew fainter
i
was no longer audible.
The Moana's officers believed the
Germans were drawing away to the
southward and that they were not
the Schanhorst and Gneisenau but
the Nurnberg and some other war.
sbip, possibly the Leipzig, which
might have turned northward since
she was last Teported off the coast
of Ctiile.
nr.d Monday

Fall Suits

,r'---"g'TT-

and
Overcoats
We

are not Advertising for
Pleasure.

LITTLE FIGHTING

IS

DONE AT NACO, MEX

I

-

We

Naco, Sonora, Mexico, Oct. 7.

flashes of the mind that decide for success or failure.

The question is, what kind of sparks

does your brain generate?

5

The brain, like a batteEy, jtnuat .be. supnilef jvii certain elements to generate thought properly.
These brain elements are wafer, albumen 'ana'phosphate of potash."; If any of these are .lacking in
:
t
food, brain and body energy are vitally lessened-- .,
Water and albumen are plentifully supplied in ordinary food, but phosAr any lacking? Listen!
phate of potash together with other mineral elements is almost wholly lacking in white bread and
all white flour products.
;

4a-da-

--

s

containing all the nutriment of wheat and barley, including the precious phosphates so essential
to perfect bodies and actiTa brains, provides a food at once delicious, nourishing and economical.
A morning dish with cream furnishes POWER for accomplishment that many a man has come to
appreciate.
Common sense goes a long way. toward success.

3

;

!

To eat right often means to

BE

right.

"There's a Reason"
i

I.

';

'''

:

tine.

;

Grocers everywhere sell

Grape-Nut-

s.

Ominous

I

"

'

be found elsewhere,
would, not be doing justice
the public nor to ourselves.
be 'pleased to see
You will and
overcoats we

Mil!

'JJ

11

l.

:

II:..:;

we

to
the
are

offering in worsted and cassimer-e- s
in the latest English designs.
:!

Tlteyarq.BoquiiQG

Ranging in Price: $12.50, $15.00

? .

Reports
;
Washington, Oct. 7. Despite continued ominous reports from Mexico
President Wilson was said today to be
confident that satisfactory settlement
will be reached between Carranza and
Villa- - The long talk the president
had last night with Secretary Bryan 1
and Consul John R. Sillman was characterized at the White House as mereIt
ly a conference for. information.
was said that Mr. Silliman would return to Mexico soon.
All of General Carrania'g. military
chiefs are still loyal, and the pros
pects for a peaceful solution of the
misunderstanding between Carranza
and Villa are good, according to a
dispatch today from Mextco City to
the constitutionalist
headquarters
here. The message added that , the
cities of Saltillo, San Luis Potosl and
Zacatecaa remain loyal to Carranza.

we tell

can

Gen-

eral Benjamin Hill, commander of the
Naco garrison of Carranza- troops, sent
out skirmishers against Governed
Maytorenai's Yaqui Indians, but after
a brief period of brisk rifle fire the
skirmishers returned to their trenches;.
Maytorena said last night that pending the outcome of the Auguas CaU- entes peace conference he would not
attacfc Naco, and his men did nothing
but return the fire of Hill's skirmish

"."

ily

Or ape-Nut-

.

that unless

?

BELLIGERENTS
ARE AWAITING
THE OUTCOME OF THE
CONFERENCE

Thoughts are Sparks

feel

the people that we have
better values and a larger
assortment of mens Fall and
Winter Suits and Overcoats that

$18 50, $22.50, $25.00

and $27.50

Suits
guaranteed extra

One Lot of

heavy, all wool

Suits prsssQti for one jfesr Frco cf 0i orfjo. 1
it
We are making startling reductions in under- - j!
wear. We have a splendid assortment to choose
from. Be j;sure and examine our stock and get f
our prices while the sale lasts,
!

i

'

TAICHERT'G CLQTHtNG GTORH:
Correct Garment far fJsn.

"

s

!;
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It Will Be
Done Quickly and

Rightly

Co,
PHONE MAIN 2

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLM

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
102 Meet b every Monday night 1b
comA, M
Regular
munication tint aad O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
In S o'clock. Visiting-- members are cor
third Thursday
ten month, VUltlng dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Pres
bitrtnera cordially in dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;

CHAPMAN
ii

COLUMN

vited. Guy M. Cary, W.
Petten, Secretary.

M

It. Baily, Treasurer.

H. 8. Van C.

OF COLUMBUS, COUNi
KNIGHTS
second and
CIL NO. B04. Meet
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
In
O. R. C. haB.
ourth
RegTEMPLAR
KNIGHTS
Thursday
tsA
conclave second Tues- - Pioneer building. Visiting members
m&
dey In each month at Ma- are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
O. K.; rrauk Angel, f. 8.
M.
H.
Dr.
m.
7:30
at
p.
sonlo

ktMlar

"Whv did vou take out the mir
ror you had around your soda foun
Temple
tain.
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
"They hurt the business. Whenever
woman Baw how she looked Inhaling
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN E.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
drink through a straw she'd never
TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
RATES
come back to do It again."
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
TISEMENTS
cation first Monday In each
month at Masonlo Temple
OUR ILLS
Five eents per line each Insertion,
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
H. P.: F. O. Blood. Secre-No ad to occupy less space than two
tary.
All
line
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
O. 0. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,
without regard to number ef words.
4. Meets every Monday evening at
Cash In advlnce prefsrred.
their hall on Sixth staeet All visiting
brethren cordially invito to attend
J. Frledenstlna, N. O.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.: T. M. Elwood, Secretary: Karl
Wert, Treasurer; C V. Hedgcock,
house
or
Girl
WANTED
general
Trustee.
Cemetery
work at Harvey's Ranch. Address

LOCAL TIME CARD

Box B. City.

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m....

I....
4. ...11:64
I.... 1:25

No.
No.
No.
No.

1....

No.

1....

Na

(:S6 a.
7..v. 4:20 p.
1:26 p.

Wanted

No.
No.

B.

For Rent

i

r

1:10

(
--

uULL USBUU
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MAY BUILD FENCES

Santa Fe, Oct. 7,. Assistant
General Harry S. Clancy today
handed down an important opinion
the placing of gates upon
public highways, holding that the
statute permits leasers of state lands
to fence up public roads provided they
place a gate, but does not extend that
privilege to purchasers of such lands.

You will like their positive action.
They have a tonic effect on the bowels, and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract.
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
Mr. Turtle Darling you take
mean advantage of me.
keep stomach sweet Constipation,
Miss Terrapin How, love? '
headache, dull, tired feeling never afMr. Turtle Why, every time I go fect those who use Foley Cathartic
to kiss you you draw up Into yoai Tablets.
Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
shell.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

l:M

,

m

p.

-

Depart

m.... 1:S
m.... :4
m.... . 4:8
m.... . 7:

ft

,

p.

,

a. ft.

w

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

JONES-BOWER-

13
E. A.

CO

Years Practical Experience.
W. W. BOWERS
JONES
;

GEO. H. HUNKER
Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
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Rivinc you

a present for do
ing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

FLOUR

really) it,

Made by GER
MAN PROCESS

GO

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM,

Ui

o
i

R0GEPS

mi

&

A A
SONS'
STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE

BEAUTIFUL
i

FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
Stop coughing! you rack the lungs
and worry the body. BALLARD S
HOREHOUND SYRUP checks irrita

m.... l:S

V

BetferEMPRESS

12
.
u
2?

For Sale

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1. Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411

a.

p.

-

ii

i

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

m....

elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUP."

i

1

FOR SALE Wheelbarrows and cook
stove. Inquire 623 Railroad avenue.

p.

1:15 p. m....
West Bound
Arrive

f '.

I1

W

Depart
7:41 p.
11:6 p.

r.
For YOU!

p, o. ELK8 Meets second and
fourth
Tuesday evening of each
WANTED Reliable woman for gen
month Elks" home onNinO street
street
725
Sixth
eral housework.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
This
Secretary.
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
"Most of our Ills are purely Imagi511 Ninth street.
KNIGHTi AND LADIES OF SECUR
nary."
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
eat
mushrooms
"Yes. But when you
rooms and board, steam W. O. W.
and develop toadstool symptoms there FURNISHED
hall, Sixth street, on the
heat, electric light and bath. 1022 first and third Mondays of each
is usually something more than ImagiFourth street.
nation to be reckoned with."
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome O. I Free
OR RENT Nicely furnished steam man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
AT THE ZOO
heated room. 924 Seventh, Phone Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
1
Main 333.
Denutv. 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
II
'I
:i
II II t
ii ii
ji
Bes
I.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for Sixth street East Las Vegas, M. U
light housekeeping, steam heat, no
sick. 328 Grand avenue.
l
O. O. MOOSE Meets second ana
evening each
fourth
Thursday
.a a
tv'
FOR RENT Pleasant room in mod month
nau. visiuni 1
t W. O.
ern house close to center of town. brothers cordially invited. Howard 1 BInquire at Y. M. C. A.
Davis, Dictator; Harry I, Cutler, secy.
C
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AND CAFl

RESTAURANT

f HI BXS7

tion, heals the lungs and restores com
fortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c and
Sold by Central
$1.00 per bottle.
to
"Say," remarked the wheelwright
the wheel, as he hammered away at Drug Co. Adv.
the tire, "you're a great old rounder,
aren't you?"
Automobile stage line to Mora trl
"Oh! go take a vacation," rejoined weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Satthe wheel. "You make me tired."
urday, leaving Las Vegas poetoffloe
8 a. m
arriving Mora 9:46 a. m
SHE WAS BASHFUL
Leave Mora (p.m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. HubbarJ, Prop

Optic Pub,

n

LOBBY

FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Enquire 414 Seventh street.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Consul; G.
FOR SALE Williains ranch; two Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Logood houses, six lots; good outbuild cal Deputy. Visiting members are esings; plows, camping outfit, stones. pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
623 Railroad avenue.
bear
trick
The Monkey That
polar
Is a wonderful skater. Isn't he?
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
The Lion He ought to be. He was FOR SALE Well bred pigs. II. S.
Osteopathio Physician
Maurice, Sapello, N. M.
brought up on the Ice.
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
SHOP TALK
FOR SALE Mare and colt 135. S.
Residence Phone Main 384
Powers.

o
o

i
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The Optic Office
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TRADE SECRETS

w
To

OCTOBER

v-

I FRENCH'
f 1REY (STER-

-

t

A

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob

I

tained

b

thii city fro

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pounds or More, each dllvery....
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery

..20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

AGUAilPURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

I FIND WHAT YOU WANT

TOT ADS

SELL WHAT YOU DONT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out t ho people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most
THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of, your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer tbe ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) hooks, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
.
FIED. Try them.
,
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DO EVERYTHING ELECTRICALLY
Beginning October ist, we have reduced our rates.
Turn on the Switch of your electrical appliances and let them Frizzle, Frazzle,
Fry, Bake, Boil, Broil.
MAKE YOUR HOME CHEERFUL WITH

OF LIGHT

the greatest servant ever given to mankind, Electricity,
You can afford to do it at the following rates:
For the first 30 hours of use per month, 15 cents per kilowatt hour.
For the second 3o hours of use per month, 10 cents per kilowatt hour.

flake Use

of

The above rates are for both commercial and residence customers.
The hours of use shall be based upon 60 per cent of the connected load.
.

.

Minimum monthly bill $1.00. An additional charge of 5 per cent shall be added to all bills
not paid prior to the eleventh of the month for service rendered the preceding month. A

charge of $2.00 shall be made for connecting all services except the initial installation.
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AUSTRIAN3 CLAIM VICTORY
Vienna, Oct. 7 (Via Amsterdam and
Ixradon). The following official statement signed by General von Hoefer,
deputy chief of the general Btaff.was
given out la this city today:
"October 6 The euddtn advance of
the German and Austrian forces in
Russian Poland seems to have completely surprised the Russians. Although they moved strong forces from
Gallcla to the north, they were re
pulsed and driven back across the

Vistula by the allies, while making an
effort to cross the river in tne urw
Hon of Opatow.
"Our troops captured a bridge held
by the Russians near Sandomlr.
In Gallcla we are advancing In accordance with our plana.
"In the vicinity of Tarnovezeg we
routed a division of Riifsstah infantry."

WANTEl-;ie-

OpMo

cotton rrno
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MUTUAL THEATER
Bridge

TONIGHT

First Show Starts at 7.15
WEDNESDAY
"Down

STEARNS'

Quinces

Train

STORE

D oes not roll occupants to center

The Utmost in Bedspring Comfort
PRICE $8.00

Co.
Page Sample Furniture
7i
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FATHER

,

RABEYROLLE

JOHN II. YORK

fifteen minutea late this afternoon,
Owing to delay occurring on the Pacific coast division.

1
g

Grocer and Baker

SMOKER

LAS VEGAS CLERGYMAN ESCAPES
MILTARY SERVICE IN THE
FRENCH ARMY

Worshippers at the early morning
mass at the Church of the Immaculate
Conception church were surprised today when they observed 'that the cele
brant was the Rev. Father Adrian
Rabeyrolle, pastor of the parish. Father Rabeyrolle has been In France
since May and it has been reported
at various times that he had been
called upon for military service with
the French army, in spite of the fact
he is a naturalized American citizen.
The last word heard from Father
Rabeyrolle was a letter to Frank Roy
in which he stated that he had been
called upon to serve under the colors
of France and there was no hope of
his return for several months.
Father Rabeyrolle arrived home
this morning on the California Lim
ited, shortly after G o'clock, and went
immediately to he church for the
daily celebration of mass. His par- ishoners, not knowing he was in. this
part of the world, were agreeably sur
prised to see him, and after the services they crowded about him In the
sacristy to congratulate him upon bis
safe return.
Father Rabeyrolle was on the way
to join his regiment when he received
a message from the French war office
informing him he would not be needed. Father Paulhan, a cousin of Father Rabeyrolle, who is stationed at
Pecos, left France a few days ahead
of the Las Vegas clergyman. He bad
not reached Pecos today and Father
Rabeyrolle thinks he may have been
detained some place upon the

Night Officer E. C. Ward last night
arrested Charles Aps, who apparently
had no visible means of support and REV, FATHER RABEYROLLE WILL
BE GUEST OF HONOR TOMORwa not desirous of working. Aps,
ROW NIGHT
when brought before Police Judge
Murray this morning, pleaded guilty.
An interesting feature of the meetUe was given a sentence of ten days'
of the Las Vegas council of the
ing
work with ihe Btreet repair gang.
Knights of Columbus tomorrow evenA man giving the name of George ing will be the relation by Father
Almond was arrested last night by Adrian Rabeyrolle of the story of his
Officer Murphy on a charge of drunk- experiences in France after the breakenness. He pleaded guilty this morn-in- s ing out of the great war. Father
before Judge D. R. Murray and Rabeyrolle, who Is pastor of the
was released upon the payment of the Church of the Immaculate Conception,
costs. Almond is said to have been is chaplain of the council and past
state council of the
employed by one of the exhibitors at chaplain of the
wan visiting In his
He
Columbians.
the county fair.
old home in France when the war
The funeral of Eli Caldwell will be broke out, and was called as a reserve
held tomorrow at 10 o'clock from the in spite of the fact that he is a natFirst Methodist church. It was an uralized American citizen. It is ex
nounced yesterday that the services pected that a large number of the
would be held this afternoon, but the Knights will be present to welcome
fatally of Mr. Caldwell found It nec- Father Rabeyrolle back to the city.
The council also will hold its anessary to change the time to tomor
nual
election of officers, following
row. The interment will be Odd Fel
which will occur an informal smoifer
lows' cemetery.
and good time, during which four of FAIR WILL CLOSE
Innews
Thomas Lamb, a
dealer, Is. the members will participate in an
debate. All members of the
cateresting
an
loss
of
the
expensive
mourning
visiting WITH A BIG DANCE
mera, which wa3 stolen yesterday Las Vegas council and
from his room in the Central hotel. Knights of Columbus are invited to
Photography amounts to almost a attend the meeting.
"HARD TIMES" EVENT IS EXPECThobby with Lamb, and he Is pained
ED TO DRAW OUT
to think his trusy snapbox has been
CROWD
"i
taken, from him. Lamb reported the JONES RECEPTION IS
theft to Chief of Police Ben Coles,
The board of directors, of the coun
who will endeavor to recover the ma
DELIGHTFUL AFFAIR ty fair association spent this morning
chine.
and most of the afternoon awarding
the prizes to contestants. Iast night
The annual meeting of the stock- INFORMAL
GATHERING OF marked
the banner attendance, severholders of the St. Louis, Rocky MounNEIGHBORS AND FRIENDS
al hundred people visiting the armory,
tain & Pacific Railway company, held
AT COMMERCIAL CLUB
and all having a good word to .say
(for the election of directors for the
for the exhibit.
ensuing year and the transaction of
Lack of' formality was the Inspira
other business, was held at Raton
Although the display has been small,
tion for one of the most delightful
yesterday. The following directors ?,ood times the men of Las Vegas It is probable that a finer collection
wore elected to serve for a period of
of specimens has never been brought
have enjoyed in months the recep
one year: Edward P. Ripley and E.
at any county fair in the his
tion for First Assistant Secretary of together
J. Engie of Chicago, F. C. Fox of Am- state. Many possible en
the
of
tory
the Interior A. A. Jones at the Comtrants
been prevented from dis
have
arillo, Texas, J. Van Houten and O. J.
mercial club rooms last night. A large
wares by the fact that
their
Ogg of Raton, W. E. Gortner. R. B.
playing
number of the prominent business and
Twitchell and M. R. Williams of Las
are still harvesting their crops.
they
were
men
of the city
professional
But what has been shown would rank
Vegas, and W. C. Reid of RoswelL
t
to welcome Mr. Jones back
side by side with the best. The opto Las Vegas. It was a representaHARVEY'S IS OPEN
to see what San Miguel
of Las Vegans. Mr. portunity
tive
lands
can produce both with
Carriage out Saturday morning. Jonesgathering
county
shook hands with all the visitLeave orders at Murphey's. Adv,
water and without has been well apors and took occasion to chat at
preciated by the people.
length with the greater portion of
NOTICE
This afternoon was devoted to aththose who came to greet him. He
letic events In the open street west
::
hunting or fishing al- said It was Inspiring to get back of the
armory. Foot races.- - broncho
lowed on what Is known as the A. G. among neighbors in the best town in
and riding and other sports
busting
Green lake and ranch, north of the the United "States. During the evenmade up the program, and many fancy
city. Trespassers will be prosecuted ing cigars were passed, about the stunts were
performed by the riders.
room and the men sat or stood about
to extent of law.
Contest Closes
Baby
A. G. GREEN,
in congenial grtmps, smoking and
By hard work the "better babies"
Mrs. P. O. NISSON,
got.siping.
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yie Modern Woman
knows there Is no economy

In

Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kwows the best
Is the cheapest. That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack to-

few- -

day;

;

.

.

V;
Pure.

jf m
13he Las Vegas Roller Mills
--

for

Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.
-

fee Home

01 The

Best

Of Everyllng

JICK FROST

Eatable

1

CRM

CO.

or Dye
your old
Garments.

g

Bronil
STORE

o
tj

LUDVJIG lVf.7. ILFELD
Everything in Hardware and Furniture

Next to Bridge

LET US
Clean

We are the only carload buyers of Heaters and Ranges
In Las Vegas,-sellindirect to the reballer. Wo have every
well known style, so you'll not find It hard to be pleased.
I
OUR EASY TERMS
offered. Our service is prompt and
liberal
ever
most
are the
our treatment most courteous.

Purit&n
& HAYWARD

6o

Will soon be here so
get ready for him.j

Iho Bast Bakery Goods In tha City
Try a Loaf of Cur

THE

physicians have given more of their
time than could have been expected,
and the women of the committee In
charge have suspended all of their
private engagements for the entire
period of the contest that they might
devote all of their energy and time to
it The contest has been a wonderful
siitcess, and marks a splendid beginning for what promises to become the
leuding feature of all succeeding faf s.
This evening the fair will close
with a hard times farmer oauce at the
armory. A charge of five cents a
ccuple will be made for each dance.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

A

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

THE CARPENTERS ARE PUSHING

US HARD!
MORE

ROOM

NEEDED!

So our Big
Remodeling Sale
Continues.
Save from 20 to 50

on anything
in
furniture and v
you may need
household goods.
THE OPPORTUNITY WILL NOT BE

J. C. Johnsen

FOR LONG
& Son.

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller Non-Skin

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK DONE

O

tt

WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Sleani Laundry

need-

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegastutomobile
and Machine Shop

pn-sen-

(OC

At

contest will close late this afternoon.
Nothing has ever occurred in Las Vegas that has aroused more enthusiasm
than this contest. It has continued
at a high pitch from the start Since
airly Monday morning tha doctors, the
nurses, the ladies on the committee
aiid parents have all been Just about
the busiest group of people that could
be Imagined. The nurses, who have
devoted & much of their time, and
given of their experience, cannot be
commended too heartily. Four have
been on duty almost continuously
since the opening of the contest. The

ARRIVES AT HOME

No. 10 was two hours and

AN INFORMAL

Cannot tear bedclothes
Easily dusted.
Thirty Night' Trial Free

nsn J. ift

iv Vegetables '
of all kinds

Marriage licenses were Issued yesYou will find something interesting
terday by (he county clerk to Anna on
Page 7 of this issue of The Optic.
18
Sena, aged
yeaiu, and Santiago
Ttujlllo, aged 20 years, both of Las
Manuelitas; and Susana Montoya, ag- - COLUMBIANS TO HAVE
od 23 years, and Agaplto Archibeque,
aged 18 years, both of Las Vegas.

Means Delightful, Natural
Refreshing Sleep

Quarter Century Guaranty

Fruit and

e.

HIE DM WIS
THE CASH GROCER

of

Mission Grapes

This evening at the armor the fair
will wind up with a hard times farm-eGood news will be found on Page 7.
Old clothes will be the
dance.
order of the evening. The dancing
Cutler Brothers' insurance and real
a
will begin at 8:30 o'clock, and
estate
agency removed to northwest
a
cents
of
five
charge will be made
corner of the Plaza In Hotel
dance.
Phone Vegas 388. Adv.

4 Pounds for

-

Potatoes
Concord Grapes

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Genuine Jersey Sweet Potatoes

Absolutely noiseless
Perfectly sanitary, germ-pro-

Spring; Chickens
Jersey Sweet

v

NEWS

Take the advice given on rage

Fancy Table Pears
Concord Grapes
:- -:

An absolutely stless bedspring

(Majstic

Old Taylor vTbisitey and Sherwood
IJjre at the Opera Bar. Adv,

Fancy Valencia Oranges, 20c doz. fo 60c per doz.

Tonight at the Elks' club hotise Las
Vegas lodge No. 408, B. P. O. E., will
give a dance and reception in honor
of First Assistant Secretary of the
Interior At A. Jones, a member of the
org. Ization, and Mrs. Jones. Mr. and
Mrs. Jones are here during a brief
vacation of the assistant secretary,
who has been in Washington almost
constantly since his appointment In
June of last year. Invitations have
been sent to all Elks in the city.
are invited. The reception.
which, will jjrecede the dance, will be
gin at 8:45 o'clock.

the Hill to Credltville"

LOCAL

NEW ISLE OF PINES GRAPEFRUIT

Fancy Cling Peaches
Tokay Grapes
Mission Grapes

'

"The Onty Way
Beauty.
"Bombi and Bangs" Keystone

7, 1914.

There will be a civil service examination in East Las Vegaa on October
15 for the position of assistant In
warehouse investigation. The salary
is 1,800 io J2.400. For further information see Oscar IJndberg at the
East Las Vegas postofflce.

SATURDAY'S

St:

offlcs

TMn
QI7CQ 10 Cents Small Ones
1 Iff U OlLLU
15c and 25c large ones

OCTOBER

PB3

,

an

WEDNESDAY,

TOO

didl,,t 2et
DtUl You
your FORD out

of our last shipment.
We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be
shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine
EARLY

this time.

CHAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for Tho Ford

